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Editorial
Missile warning system cries
Hidden in the back pages of maj
or newspapers, a dwarfed news-brie'f ex
plains that the United States missile
detection system set off a nuclear
alert that we’re being attacked by
Soviet missiles. Of course, the de
tection system erred in this warning.
It mistook a piece of space junk re
entering the atmosphere for a sub
marine-launched Soviet missile. This
is only one example, but if it was
left to the establishment press to
keep us informed of these potentially
lethal mixups, readers would remain
uninformed.
In the last 18 months, according
to Sidney Lens of the Progressive,
the Pentagon has received 151 alerts---- all of which turned out to

be mere equipment failures or false
alarms that were luckily identified
in time. That is, before the pres
ident started pushing buttons to send
American missiles on their way to the
Soviet Union.
Despite the fact that our detec
tion system is highly sophisticated,
it is petrifying to realize the con
sequences of its errors---- nuclear
war.
Another worrisome element that
could be added to this scenario is the
high-ranking generals who thirst for
the power to start pushing buttons
themselves. It is bad enough to have
one man deciding on nuclear retalia
tion or attack, much less the warhungry militarists.
The authority to declare war

wolf

lies in the hands of Congress. How- I
ever, President Harry Truman saw no
reason to consult with our represent-!
atives before sending troops to Korea I
President Lyndon Johnson used the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution to launch
all-out offensives and dispatch more
and more troops to Vietnam in the
name of executive authority.
Americans can make no more con
cessions in the authority to make war I
Leaving the prerogative to generals
would be disasterous. Sidney Lens pul
it well: "The world would have to re |
main in constant prayer that a gener-|
al with his finger on the button
wasn't drunk, hadn't had a domestic
argument that morning, or wasn't suf
fering from momentary delusions of
grandeur."
by Steve Stuebner

In the olden days, but not now
Long ago, the ideal of a univer
sity was to be a place where students
could broaden their knowledge of hum
an history and civilization, and where
they coiild develop open, questioning
minds. The student, in turn, sought
to gain a better perspective on man's
past, in order to view the present
more clearly and work toward creat
ing a happier and more prosperous
life in the future.
It was not the university's duty
to turn out mere specialists in a par
ticular job field, but rather to en
hance each individual'8 understanding
of himself and of humanity and its
creations.
No longer is this true. Today
universities function as little more
than people factories, churning out
class after class of middle-class Am
ericans who are often prepared for no
thing more stimulating than working
their lives away in one dull job or
another. College students today are
so submerged within the institution
alized learning of the modern univer
sity, they have little inclination to
question either the institution or the
society it represents. Not only do
most students fail to challenge the
status-quo of society, they even fall
to understand that they have the right
to make such a challenge. They are
therefore easily swallowed and absorb
ed by an America which gives more pow
er to its institutions than it does to
its people. ■
Out older brothers and sisters
seemed to understand this when, dur
ing the 19608 and early 1970s, they
rebelled against the vast social mach
inery which they felt was forcing them
to accept an America which did not
live up to its ideals, and often did

ito find a job and stay alive after
| graduation? So we drift on, uncer! tain, hoping to someday find our smal
piece of security and leisure that ha
become a substitute for the Great Am
erican Dream.
1
College students are not unique
in their feelings of uncertainty a- *
bout the future, their pessimism,
their cynicism. Many thoughtful in
dividuals are plagued by doubts about the future. But youth is sup
posed to be a time of idealism, a
time for challenging conservative
.beliefs and hallowed institutions.
Today college students are so
[Most students today do not trouble
much more cynical about their own fate
themselves with such challenges as
and the fate of the world that they
(preserving freedom or demanding a
appear resigned to a life of-power
{just and righteous society. It is
lessness. How can one worry about the good enough for them merely to be
nuclear arms race or preventing the
come silent, funtloning members of
ecological destruction of the Earth,
the American majority.
they ask, when it is hard enough just
not even seem to try. Perhaps they
were naively idealistic and optimis
tic when they talked of a future soc
iety which would revere peace more
than war, people more than profits,
and the Earth more than all the manu
factured creations of man. Perhaps
they were hypocritical when they con
demned materialism while simultaneous
ly enjoying drugs, free love and rock
music. But at least they sought to
identify the evils of their society,
and to actively work to end those evils.

by Bob Phillip*

About the SAC

The SAC publication is dedicated
to environmental and political aware
ness. We would like to become a com
munity forum for opinion or comment
on any issue of interest.
We want your gut-level response
to the state-of-the-universe. How do
you perceive your existence? We want
your Beliefs, your Meditations, your
Discoveries, your Actions...
We intend to open dur pages to
your No, and your Yes: freeform:'
research; essay; poetry; shOrt-shortshort fiction; anecdote; excerpts
from personal letters and diaries;
quotations; short one-act play; war
experience; prayer; humor;-personal
philosophy; book review; Outrage;
cartoon; graphics; photos; chiaro-1

scuro; the unknown.
Erupt! Use any mode! Speak!
Howl!
Submissions and self-addressed
stamped envelope<to:The SAC,jDC
Room 107, University of Montana,
Missoula, MT 59812.
Please do npt hesitate to give
us your ideas on'how we might im
prove The SAC, or about what issues
you would "like to see. covered.
We envision'our function as* an
alternative publication’that seeks
to reveal information and opinion
not covered by the establishment*,
press. Opinions expressed in The SAC
are those 'of the authors, and do not
necessarily speak for ASUM or the
Student Action Center.
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-Opinion
l/I/att and Haig threaten land and humanity
Before elected, one of Ronald
Reagan's most popular campaign slo
gans was that his administration
would bring "a return to American
traditions." One might think he
was referring to less government
regulation, more participation in
the democratic process, and respect
for the rights of all person—all
ideals that we as Americans have al
ways wished our country stood for,
but knew it never did.
Reagan's administration has
actually brought to Washington the
very evils in our society.that have
always been abhored—which collec
tively form the mightiest, most selfrighteous faction that may ever be
in power.
Two of Reagan's men will be key
figures in undermining the land and
people of this world: Alexander Haig,
Secretary of State; James Watt, Sec
retary of Interior. These two men
bring to light that wishy-washy rhet
oric Reagan continued to mumble in
his campaign all last year. The
heyday of right-wing republicanism
is here.
The whole scenerio falls right
into place when one observes the
facts. Watt, a native Wyomingian,
will perpetuate those very values
that he learned growing up in a state
that bred jobs and materialism, but
paid no heed to ethical considera
tions such as:
—the environment, i.e. ground
water contamination or depletion,
soil erosion, unsuccessful reclama*
tion of native grasses and all the
rest.
—social dislocations and ani
THIN* OP tT AS A COMPROMISE----HE IDEALLY WANTEP NIXON*

mosities, i.e. boom towns, unfriend
ly Indian-white relations, and rad
ical fluctuations in populations due
to rampant tourism.
Watt has an excellent background
for fulfilling his boyhood dreams in
the western United States, since he:
—comes from a pro-busines,
"public interest"-law firm.
—headed a regional pro-devel
opment business association.
—serves on Coors Beer, Inc.'s
board of directors.

As a member of the Federal Po
wer Administration under Nixon, Watt
raised natural gas prices three
times, and pushed for further govern
ment deregulation of oil and gas

ners will receive an all—expenses
paid tour of the strip mine of their
choice and a copy of Watt's forth
coming book, Why the MX Will Be Good
for the Environment. If
With Watt setting up affairs in
the homefront, I suspect Haig will
only feel obligated to extend the
selfish, nonsensical Reagan phil
osophy to a world context. Have no
doubts about Haig's ethics, he man
aged to divorce them years ago. In
looking at his deep involvement in

Watergate, his severe distrust of
the Soviet Union, and his committ
ment to the Monroe Doctrine, this
seems obvious. Haig will not com
mune within his heart in deciding

Have no doubts about Haig s ethics, he managed to divorce them
years ago.
price ceilings. To give a clue as
to what Watt's stand on the "Sage
brush Rebellion" will be, note that
he is backing a suit against his own
Interior Department over recent RARE
II wilderness designations.
Many disgusted persons have
paralleled Watt's appointment and
subsequent congressional approval
with absurd matchups such as naming
the president of the AFL-CIO as sec
retary of commerce or the head of
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce as sec
retary of labor. The Nation has re
cently announced a contest for any
one who can come up with the most
absurd comparison. The investiga
tive, democratic journal said "win-

whether to bomb El Salvador, he will
immediately push buttons to save the
poor souls for democracy.
Pointing at past and current
conflicts in impoverished, Third
World nations, a group of religious
leaders recently issued a statement
saying that a "wave of terror in socalled 'friendly' countries threatens
to result in an international blood
bath which will be the shame of the
world."

I believe this administration
has the real potential to kick-off
a world conflict. Peace-seeking,
humanitarian-minded people have a
big job on their hands. Steve Stuebner
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----------- Opinion----------Montana: Do you remember the land?
Who owns Montana? With so much
talk about this state's natural re
sources and their development lately,
maybe it's time now to ask this ques
tion: Who really does own Montana?
The federal government, of
course, claims that Montana's natural
resources belong to the American pe•ople, (read: the vested corporate in
terests) and ought to be developed for
the economic well-being of the nation.
Montanans should not be selfish with
their natural riches, say the feds,
pointing to our coal severance tax as
an example of selfishness. They call
the tax "extortion," and like to call
Montanans the "blue-eyed Arabs of the
West."
Others in this state speak glow
ingly of the Sagebrush Rebellion---- a
movement that started in Nevada to
have the federal government return all
federal lands to the states---- and
these literally snarl with contempt
at the idea of Montana lands being
controlled from far away in Washing
ton. Unfortunately, these sagebrush
rebels all too often show contempt al
so for any further preservation of
Montana's remaining undesignated wil
derness areas. Some would like the
land to eventually pass from state
hands to private hands, as well, so it
can be developed in the proper spirit
of individual free enterprise.
It is sad that a land such as
Montana should be subjected to this
tug-of-war between the state and the
federal governments, with all the em
phasis placed on resources and devel
opment and the slicing up of the eco
nomic pie. Because Montana deserves
far better than that---- it was here
long before any white man thought to
calculate its value in dollars and
cents. In truth, Montana owns it
self, and it owns the people who live
here.
The Indians who saw white men
moving west in droves were startled
by the notion of land ownership. How
can you own the Earth, they asked, do
you own the sun and sky as well? The
-land would live whether men lived on
it or not, but men would starve if
not for the benevolence and abundance
of the natural world. Respect nature
and she would provide for you, but
show indifference or greed and soon
3he would swallow you up.
■‘Montana too can be generous, in
times of good weather and good crops,'
is it can be harsh, during years of
drought or severe winters. Montana
:an be cold and grey and gloomy,
clouds shrouding every hill,’ the sun
hidden fpr.*wpeks on end. And Montana

can be as clear and bright as the
blue sky, the green-timbered slopes
of mountains, the pristine, troutfilled waters of a river coming down
off the Divide.
Throughout this beautiful state,
blowing as free as the mountains and
the plains, is a wild and natural
spirit that is as old as the Creator.
That spirit can be felt by a man as
an exhuberance, an ecstacy, an irra
tional urge to jump off a mountain
side and just glide with the wind
over the valley and beyond. It's a
spirit that makes ona feel huge and
tiny at the same time. And it's a
spirit that can never be tamed, never
brought back to the city.
It is when I think of this spir
it, this feeling that is Montana,
that I begin to fill with rage over
what some people want to do to this
state. Use its coal, use its miner
als, use its oil and gas, use its
water. Exploit the land for the good
of the people. Use it or lose it to
someone else who will, that has al

ways been the story. And Montana,
for all of its wildness, is helpless
to defend itself from the onslaught.
It seems the people of Montana
can do little to defend their state
as well, for they are too busy squab
bling among themselves over the dim
inishing economic pie and what the
future of the state ought to be. It
is very sad to see people who have
loved Montana for generations---- ran
chers, farmers, loggers, sportsmen
and all the rest---- unable to finally
agree on what they have in common, un
able to define what Montana is and
what it means to them. It is sad be
cause Montanans should decide their
own future, and not let it be decid
ed for them by out-of-state financial
interests.
Montana, the land, is now at the
mercy of Eastern wealth and power.
But if she ould only fight back, she
would destroy her abusers with a sav
agery and vengeance that would still
their greedy plans forever.
by Bob Phillip*
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----------- Opinion-----------On selecting a university president
During the course of the next
several months, the people of Mon
tana and the University community
will have a rare opportunity to
determine what sort of intellec
tual leadership we shall have for
the next several years, and who
shall provide it. Although the
University of Montana is no long
er the unchallenged intellectual
center of the state, it is at
least co-equal with its sister
school in Bozeman, and has the po
tential, by negotiation and redef
inition, to be the undisputed lea
der in the areas of liberal arts,
fine Arts, and in having several of
the more important professional
schools including law, journalism,
and broadcasting. Because of the
responsibilities implicit in the
proper carrying out of the public
functions defined by these curric
ula, it is essential that the qual
ity of these faculties be preserved
and Improved, and that the University
occupy the same kind of leadership
role which universities have tradi
tionally exercised in the most pro
gressive and civilized parts of the

world. It is no secret that since
the mid-1960s, the stature of the
University has declined—relatively
if not absolutely—and that a rev
ersal of this trend, if not already
underway, is surely the highest pri
ority for future development.
A possible solution to this di
lemma might be to build up the twoyear and smaller four-year colleges
through the offering of more intro
ductory-level courses and improving
the facilities (perhaps through ro

"A severe setback in UM public relations over several years made it
possible for MSU to experience rapid growth in prestige,
respectability. . . while UM was being denounced as a school
riadled with socialism, drug abuse, and sexual liberation.”
tation with the universities), thus
enabling UM and MSU to concentrate
more on upper division courses and
graduate programs. The consequence
would be to have fewer lower divi
sion students at the Universities,
a more mature atmosphere, and the
ability to offer a higher quality of
instruction to a greater number of
students—a concept, incidentally,

A message from S.A.C
It is the beginning of a new
year, and the dawn of a new time.
It does not appear to be a good time
for those who love the land and
who dwell upon it, nor a favorable
time for freedom, justice or compas
sion. It does not appear to be good
time for those who work and struggle
for peace, for those who strive to
live with their family and friends
in a community of harmony and broth
erhood.
It does not appear to be a
good time for those with the pas
sion and committment to improve the
condition of their fellow human be
ing, nor a good time for those with
the desire and dedication to bring
the light of truth,, beauty and good
ness into their hearts and lives.
It is a time wherein the men
who brutally ordered and justified
the death and burning of millions of
people have returned to power. It
is a time wherein a man who once arm
ed himself with a baseball, bat to
insure that Afro-Americans would con
tinue to live in poverty and oppres
sion now directs the Senate Judiciary
CooBaittee. Itv is a time wherein the .
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
has determined that the cruel and
brutal practice of Apartheid In South
Arica Is "pragmatic and legitimate."

which is already accepted in Mont
ana and well-developed in New York, •
California, and elsewhere.
Along with a lower and more re
alistically apportioned student-fac
ulty ratio—particularly in upper
division and graduate level courses,
and in the fine arts department, we
should look foward to both Universi
ties offering Ph.D.’s—especially in
the basic liberal arts curricula—
history, philosophy, english, poli
tical science, sociology, economics,

It is a time wherein Martin Luther
King has been replaced by David Duke
as the most visible spokesman for hu
man rights in our land. It is a time
wherein the’ leaders of our government
speak freely and casually of the
risks of nuclear war as "acceptable."
It is a time wherein the roots of
alienation and disillusionment have
imbedded themselves so deeply in our
social psyche that, we turn in alarm
ing numbers to alcohol, drugs and
greed.
But it is not time for despair.
It is not a time for us to lose con
fidence in a dream and hope for a
moral and just society. It is not
a time for us to surrender to the
pleasures of the moment or the dol
lar at the expense of the integrity
and power of our visions. It is not
a time to resign ourselves to the
condemnation of failure, but a time
for renewed faith and enthusiasm.
It is not a time to be^bitter or
cynical, but a time to join toge
ther with trust in ourselves and in
each other. It is time for all of
us, wherever and whoever we are,’
'to recognize that truth’cannot be
shackled, dreams destroyed, nor the
dignity of the human spirit diminished
by deceit or force*
,

and perhaps some interdisciplinary
programs like "Evolution of Con
sciousness" or "Man and the Environ
ment." This might be accomplished
by strengthening the liberal arts
faculties here, and the science fa
culties at MSU, even if at the cost
of giving up forestry, pharmacy,
and biology in exchange for MSU’s
intended development of liberal
arts and broadcasting. It is ob
vious that the facilities at MSU
for teaching the sciences and for
the coordination of agriculture,
life sciences, forestry, and pharm
acy would constitute a desirable
and efficient overlap of course of
ferings and„degree programs, while
it is equally obvious that broadcast
ing, philosophy, economics, and other departments which exist or are
planned for MSU belong here.
If we are to satisfy our
educational needs and maintain our
independance and uniqueness as a
state, and do so with concern for
efficiency and general public sup
port and acclaim, we must behave
like a university system rather than
squabbling like private special-in
terest groups playing dirty politics.
Most other states have much larger
populations and tax revenues than
ours, and thus are able to do what
we can not afford.
In selecting a president, we
ought to find someone who either
knows Montana’s special character
istics and requirements or else has
the ability and vision to adapt to
our situation and provide the lead
ership we. need. A president of a
distinguished university must, above
all, have a strong and clear vision
of what a university ought to be,
and have a dedication to that vis^oa

by Paul Stephens
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Legislative update
by Steve Stuebner

* As could be expected in a rushed,
90-day session, hundreds of bills have
been introduced for action in the 1981'
Montana Legislature. Some have been
killed or passed on the floor, but
most are still in committee for hear
ings or "do pass-" or "do not pass-"
votes.
The Republican legislature, as one
might expect, has been trying to usurp power from all three branches
of government, notably the people.
One bill would have required a 60
percent turnout from the electorate
for a bond issue to pass. Luckily,
that one was killed. But a bill
that threatens the Initiative pro- .
cess is gaining momentum in both the
House and Senate. The bill calls
for a constitutional amendment that
would double the amount of signa
tures needed to get an initiative
on the ballot.
Montana's precious environment
has also been under fire, as it has
been attacked from all sides—be it
watered-down air pollution standards,
gold dredging in the streams, an at
tack on recently designated wilder
ness areas and the entire BLM review
process by "Sagebrush Rebels," or a
weakened Major Facilities Siting Act.
Here is a list of some bills and
resolutions of concern—included is
a note on where the legislation
stands at press time.
—HB 236, which’ seeks to gut
Montana’s Major Facilities Siting Act.
Act. This bill would cut the study
time in half for evaluating envir
onmental impacts? deletes the list
of environmental criteria which must
be looked at, allows the applicant
to substitute its own environmental
assessment in place of the state's,
allows the applicant to make sig
nificant changes in the project
without departmental review of the
new impacts, raises the transmission
line size to 115 kilovolts from 69.
The bill is in the Natural Resources
Committee, waiting for a hearing.
—HB 120, which seeks to elimi
nate Montana's water reservation
system. If passed, the bill would
eliminate two things the present
system does: insure the availa
bility of water for future agricul
tural development and municipal use;
maintain instream flow at a level
determined necessary to protect hu
man health and aquatic life. The
bill is in the House Select Commit
tee.
—HJR 15, which calls for an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution
that would "protect all innocent hu
man life, including unborn children.
Thus, an anti-abortion resolution.
The bill miraculously just got a
"do not pass" recommendation from

the House Judiciary Committee. Yea!
—SB 65, introduced by Missoula’s
own Jan Johnson, would gut the pre
sent Montana Air Quality standards
and bring them down to the federal
level. In addition, it would take
action by the state legislature for
any additonal changes that might
make air standards more stringent,
than the federal level. The bill is
in the Natural Resources Committee.
——HB 300, which would outlaw the
sale of drug paraphernalia as well
as advertisements that promote the
sale of illegal drugs. The penalty
for violators would be $500 and /or
six months in jail. The bill’s spon
sor is Rep. John Matsko, Cascade
County Sheriff. The bill is in the
House Judiciary Committee.____________

seems unfair that the legislature
even has a chance to turn this is
sue back to the voters. Passage of
the initiative meant that all uran
ium mining tailings could not be
dumped in,Montana. The bill is in
the House Natural Resource Commit
tee.
Here are some positive bills.
—HB 418, which would allow for
an additional $26 million for the
Montana University System through a
6-mill levy. The bill is in the
House Appropriations Committee.
—HB 280, which would allow
cities to develop stronger building
codes than state standards,
--HB 33, which seeks to estab
lish regulations for municipalities,
so that they can annex high density

lands outside city limits.'
This is an incomplete list,
but with nearly 1500 bills facing
the legislature, one can never hit
upon them all.
Montanans do have a say in how
the legislature votes. Contact your
legislator and tell him how you feel
about any particular legislatienv.
Also, Sue Ashcraft of the Stu
dent Action Center has been compiling
a list of important bills and reso
lutions in the University Center, in
addition to listing legislators'
phone numbers and addresses. Make
yourself Heard!

Environmental

issues
by Steve Stuebner

—SB 123, which' seeks to take
oyer all federal lands in Montana.
National Parks, Indian Reservations
and any wilderness areas designated
before 1976 are excepted from the
bill. A vote is expected from the
Senate Natural Resources Committee
by the end of this week.
—HB 514, which would legalize
lay midwifery in Montana. Currently,
only Registered Nurses can legally
deliver babies in the home. A sim
ilar bill to this was killed in the
last legislative session through ex
tensive lobbying efforts on "the part
of the medical profession. The bill
is in the House State Administration
Committee.
—HB 116, which would shoot down
Initiative 84. After all the work
that went' into an initiative ■that
barely -passed’ a general election, it

This column is a wrap-up of cur
rent environmental issues facing
western Montanans. It will be a
regular feature of The SAC.
—Oil and gas exploration in
wilderness and "further planning"
areas has just begun with the first
such exploration in the Cabinet Wild
erness Area last June.
(See related
article.)
—Subdivisions. In a thorough
and well-documented article on sub
divisions in Montana by the Environ
mental Information Center (Down to
Earth-November/December 1980), it
was shown that of the 46,632 acres
subdivided in Missoula County, 91.3
percent were unreviewed. Why?
Developers artfully used exemptions
to the review requirements in Mon
tana’s subdivision law. These ex
emptions were intended to allow for
some flexibility for people who
wanted to pass off their land to
family members.
Whatever vehicles were used to
get subdivisions approved, the fact
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Focus
A Vietnam, veteran s story:
Duty, Honor, Country...
Impressive words, and to a
young man of 17, words that symbol
ized my own beliefs in our country
and the sacrifices we must make in
order to insure our security.
Now, as an older and hopefully
wiser man, I look back at this naive
belief and find that a lot of my
idealism, my belief in what these
words stand for, has eroded or has
been tarnished to the point of out
right cynicism. As America under a
new leadership strives once again to
become the policeman of the world
and the advocate of peace through
strength, I hear a distant trumpet.
I hear a trumpet from long ago
at a place called Dak To that calls
me to remember the war and the
friends that died in it. It causes
me to wonder: Will another genera
tion of young men die for, or be
cause of, misplaced idealism?
I love America; but I have
learned to be somewhat objective
toward U.S. policies that send young
Americans to die needlessly.
Having witnessed the horror and
absurdity of our role in Vietnam, I

ISSUES cont.

can’t help wanting to cry. Now, once
again, we hear the drums and the
call of the trumpet. But... where do
they call us to?
I feel duty to my country, yes,
but riot to Exxon or Honeywell. I see
no honor in dying for Wall Street.
Our country should stand firm
for its basic belief in freedom but
should not force its policies onto
others.
&
We have the greatest country
on Earth and have served as an ex
ample to -others. We can continue to
help other countries to achieve
their potential, but not with the
blood of our young men.

I cry for friends lost
and for the loss of my innocence.
Because ,now I know
my life will never be the same again.

To my friend Carol who gave me peace
through her friendship.
—Bill Carpentier

My so-called friends have fallen under
a spell.
They look me squarely in the eye, and
they say well, all is.well.
Can they imagine the darkness
that will fall from On High,
when men will beg God to kill them,
and they won’t be able.to die?

DAK TO
—Bob Dylan, "Precious Angel"

The hills of Dak To are quiet
But there was a time when these
Hills rang with the sound of gunfire.
There was a time when men bled
and died in these hills.
What endeavors and what beliefs
Led these men to this place?
At night I hear the hills of Dak To
and it’s these nights that I cry.

breaks in the line which have caused
major spills in mountains and rivers
of Alaska. In some cases', the line
remains that these projects pose en broke because the oil melted the tun
vironmental threats to Montanans in
dra which caused the pipeline to sink
three ways: fire hazards, depletion
into the ground.
of agricultural land and encroach
Project backers claim the pipe
ment upon wildlif e*.
line is needed to transport surplus
—Wood stove air pollution Was
Alaskan oil from the West Coast to
increased markedly over the last sev the Midwest, yet-.others have question
eral years, (see related story.)
ed whether there is even oil avail
—Proposed open-pit coal mine
able to fill the pipeline. At least
six-miles northwest of Glacier Park
half of the oil pumped through the
called Cabin Creek Mine. Two 7,000-7
pipeline would have to be obtained
foot mountains will be leveled and
-from foreign .sources, and this hardly
turned into an open-pit coal mine.
makes the pipeline the "all-American"
The work would require the rechannel project its backers claim it to be.
ing of a tributary of the North Fork
In Missoula, the conservation
of the Flathead. The water quality
district board has been reviewing
of the entire Flathead watershed will and approving the many stream cros
be threatened. The Canadian govern
sings that;the pipeline has to make.
ment will be responsible for issuing
In our next issue, we will have look
the approval for the project. The
ed into why the board seems to be
coal would probably be sold to Japan. approving every crossing, and what
--Northern Tier Pipeline. The
sort of public review is conducted.
backers of the project still have not
"Proposed paving of the North
secured financing, but the federal
Fork Road, which runs along the
government has strongly endorsed the
western boundary of Glacier National
project. The proposed pipeline would Park. Other roads have also been
be similar in size and scope to the
proposed> in the North Fork of the
Alaskan Pipeline, which has been
Flathead,- primarily t<? fallow harvestplagued by numerous problems, such as ing.'xif .ladgeprila pine-.vhicl>-liaa'bden
d.nfadted. by , the , pin a bee,felei. Con.-r'

I read the news today, oh boy,
about a lucky man who made the grade.
And though the news was rather sad,
well I just had to laugh.
I saw the photograph,,

—John Lennon, "A Day in the Life"

tinued pressures from development
all around the park pose severe
threats to the endangered wolf and
grizzly bear.
—The twin 500-kilovolt power
lines planned for Montana by the
Bonneville Power Association. This
project has drawn public criticism
because of BPA’s reluctance to rec
ognize the Montana Major Facility
Citing Act. Missoula County Attor
ney Robert L. Deschamps has threat
ened BPA with a lawsuit. Before he
takes them to court, Deschamps will
give BPA three demands that must be
drawn into its contract with Montana.
The three demands are: a guarantee
of payments in. lieu of taxes (since
BPA, as a (federal .agency, doesn’t
have to pay taxes on rights of way);
burying the. lines in critical areas
(where there is a high concentration
of people); requiring BPA to comply
to the major facility citing act.
If BPA agrees to the demands;
the lawsuit idea will be dropped.
Deschamps said he will send his let
ter of Compromise to BPA on Feb. 4.
Joining Missoula County in the ‘law
suit ate the Northern Pldins Re
source Council, several landowners,
and Jefferson and Mineral Counties.
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to your ankles”
It is one of those unusually
sharp, clear, cunningly cold Febru
ary mornings that somehow occur de
spite the smog inversions so typical
of the Missoula Valley winters. At a .
window table in the University of
Montana's Copper Commons, two Vietnam
veterans have just met; sipping cof
fee, discussing the individual ex
periences of ten years past; all the
good times, the pranks played, red
light bars with beautiful women,
those familiar spots in Hong Kong,
Sidney, and Saigon; the fun, laugh
ter, and purposeful pleasures each
of us had had, the views we shared.
But after a few hours, and to,o

muster, and with whatever emotional
strength the comfort of your TV room
can afford. It's all so subtle; you
you the privilege to live, as I had
consciously know that you were never
the first eighteen or twenty years
really
there, but these controlled
of life, in innocent, ignorant bliss.
images that come to seem like such
Ultimately those virgin impressions
innocent, not-so-violent violencelead you to a time when such illu
become planted in that part of your
sions are uncontrollably blasted to
mind which stores what you conceive
pieces by a blinding thud, as a
of as entertainment, and the media
rocket caresses earth in its de
dictates who design movie wars would
signed manner, or the enemy's marks
have you falsely understand them as
manship vaporizes what a second ago
true realism.
was a best friend's smile. To speak
less would lend approval to the
Predictably, because your sense
of smell, taste, and touch have not
illusions, would be a statement of
been excited by such entertainment,
insensibility toward the youth of
you grow up believing the myth, you
reach high school and the activities
called football, baseball, wrestling,
boxing, street-fighting, rough-andtumble sex;~whatever your choice, you
learn the rules and approaches of
physical contact sports.
future.
These are the games exaggerating
all
of
one's senses through limiting
Thus I write for those who know
degrees of controlled violence, and
not the war experience, for those
those who are most successful are
who know not the force of such inten
helplessly hurled into lost romances
sity, and for those who are now^find
of gladiatorial splendor.’So, you
ing humor and fascination in blood,
play at one or a number of games, and
guts and gore, trapped in fallacy,
when each game is over, after you've
misconception, or unconcern. It is
rubbed the soreness out'of your limbs
for you that I must proceed, I who
and John Wayne's twin brass orbs, you
am a human being staggered by the
have the opportunity to see what no
dark signs predicting yet another
other generation of young Americans
"honorable war to end all wars." I
has seen before: again through the
offer to you my picture of what was
magic of television, you can sit in
real in Vietnam, in the hopes that
the comfort of your living room, or
the next generation "to go" will not
bedroom, or wherever the magic is
return as confused as did we.
located, and watch the "Vietnam ConIt begins, this illusion, long
,h£1£fl£fi
M
22Jl
lli
reacl^eighteg2j
Lii
^
Jjggi2g
i
______________ ___________________________ iflict^_onjth^<evenin^new^^nBl±ving
by Tom Kumpf

"Thus, it is for those who know not the war experience, know not
the force of such intensity, for those who are now finding humof
ana fascination in blood, guts, and gore, trapped in fallacy,
misconception, or unconcern.”
much caf f eine\tnetoneof^Ke conversatiori flattens, creeps ever so
reluctantly... stops; two sets of
eyes wander, meet nervously, change
slowly from defensive questioning to
grave understanding. Both know,
without another word, all else the
other has been.

Are there words or phrases sufficient, words ardently and sensually satisfying, that permit at least
a peek, a mere hint of what truly
"happened" in the bodies, minds and
spirits of the American men and wo
men who served in Vietnam? Or of
what "happens" to any person before,
during and after those popping sounds
invade, rape, then hauntingly envel
ope the ear and every other organ
God and nature has provided human
kind? Can anyone who has never been
thus exposed fully perceive with
what impact my intellect comprehends
Intensity: the bolt of adrenaline
shocked through mind and body, the
hideous surge of fear, hatred, an
guish, all overburdened by macabre,
refracted sexual excitement, all of
which is felt, recognized, separately
acknowledged, then re-fused each
second of every second that makes up
the minutes and hours in this pop
ping, whistling, concussive reality
dubbed "under fire?"
There is nothing in the Ameri
can language or social experiment
that can adequately prepare one for
this, the most intense experience
anyone could ever undergo. Why then
should I attempt to make clear such
translations to you when so often I
ask, can you afford? do you even
care to know?
If my purpose here is to record
the truth as best'as I and others
perceive" it, to speak less than what
I know to be real would be to grant

"At 18, it s all conceived ofas just some headyfootball game, the
ultimate in becoming and proving yourself a man; playing, hitting,
winning, and coming home to thousands of cheering Jans while the
long-haired lovelies beg your attentive smile. ”
even before you reach school age.
Your first acquaintance is Saturday
morning television with its endless
number of "real as life" war movies
in which John Wayne or other charis
matic heroes defiantly hold off,
beat back the enemy hordes; the
image dawns with bravery, valor, the
Congressional Medal with a’Bronze
Star and Purple Heart thrown in to
boot; its bombs dropping in wellsequenced fashion while enemy
machine guns cast bullets on some
other part of the island. We need
time to absorb how the hero gets out
of the way of all this, how there is
time for romance and sorrow over
fast-fading buddies whose final
words should scream for vengeance.
You've been there, you've seen
it all through the magic of celluloid
and television. You've survived with
whatever resources the heroes can •.

color. You see men shooting, stream-*
ing out of helicopters or other fan
tastic craft, people running around
with guns and grenades facing and
destroying an unseen enemy "somewhere
beyond that line of trees", as the
commentator explains.
At eighteen, it is all conceived
of as just some heady football game,
the ultimate in becoming and proving
yourself a man; playing, hitting,
winning, and coming home to thousands
of cheering fans while the long
haired lovelies beg your attentive
smile. You see also, but do not
"see," hundreds of other people on
that same TV who protest the game,
and you wonder what all the hoop-teedo is about while you cheer the
police and the National Guard for dor
ing their jobs well by cracking a few
heads, "mace in the face," all the
while in the background Dad cursing
Continued oh next page
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‘Sagebrush Rebels ’ bring
soap box toMontana
by Peter Nielsen

Amid heated proclamations of
state's rights, pioneer values and
strong-armed federal land manage
ment, the Sagebrush Rebellion has
opened its latest chapter in Mon- -,
tana.
Senate Bill 123, the Montana
Land Reformation Act, was intro
duced to the state legislature in
mid-January by Senator Mark Etchart
R-Glasgow. Similar to legislation
passed in six other western states,
SB 123 calIs for the transfer of
nearly 23 million acres of federally
administered land to state owner-

News analysis
ship. This bill is far more radical
than any resolution passed by the
others as it calls for the transfer
of national forest and wildlife ref
uge acreage in addition to Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) parcels. No
other state has attempted to chal
lenge federal stewardship of na
tional forests and wildlife refuges.
National parks, Indian reserva
tions, wilderness areas designated
prior to 1976 and wildlife refuges
less than 400,000 acres in size are
exempt from this bill.
The 1976 cutoff date would ef-

KUMPF cont.
the "unpatriotic commie bastards."
Illusions are effective ways to
control the actions of people, and
young people are slow to question
danger to their own well being,
especially when their parents and
peers are convinced that the means
justify the end. So you go through
the rigors of basic training where,
like the old coach, the drill in
structor runs you through the exer
cises that will serve you well on or
"in" the field. A few months later
you know only that you are tough as
nails, too tough and well—trained to
have death cut you down. "That only
happens to those other saps!"
Lucky — after all that time in
the states, all the schooling you’ve
been through, all the K.P. and shit
details, you've finally cut orders
to "In Country V.N." Seventeen hours
in the same seat, you get off the
plane in Danang; you’re a wide-eyed
hot jock with "kill" in your smile:
"I've come here to end this thing
once and for all — these little rice
farmers that ain't hot enough to
fight their own war!"
However, you soon learn that
these rice farmers have been fighting

fectively eliminate all BLM wilder
ness study areas from further con
sideration, and lead to the declas
sification of the Forest Service’s
Absoroka-Beartooth, Great Bear,
Rattlesnake, Bob Marshall addition
and Welcome Creek Wilderness Areas.
The only national wildlife refuge
affected by the bill would be the
C.M. Russell Refuge along the
Missouri River in eastern Montana,
where Sen. Etchart Holds grazing
permits for 2,736. ai\imal' units.
SB 123 calls for an appropriation
of $200,000 to study the feasi
bility of state management, and in.cludes- a provision for the sale of
transferred lands to private inter
ests.
The Senate Natural Resources
Committee held a hearing on SB 123
to hear testimony from both sides on
Jan. 26, but took no action. Both
Sen. Etchart and co-sponsor Sen.
John Manley, R-Drummond, sit on this
committee with seven other Republi
cans and five Democrats. Though
some committee members remain un
decided, it seems likely that the
bill will be recommended fox floor
debate by a narrow margin.
At the Jan. 26’hearing, Glacier
County Commissioner Bill Big Springs
said opponents "don't want no roads.
They don't want no oil drilling.
They just want to keep Montana green.
Ninety percent of them don't pay no

taxes. They live off the land .or
off food stamps."
Tak Van Cleave of the National '
Dude Ranchers Association described
opponent^ as "dandelion worshippers
and far-away bureaucrats" and went
on to say that "Montana has better
uses than grizzlies, prairie dogs
and nature-fakers."

Opponents argue that the state
is in poor fiscal condition to as
sume federal lands, and stress that
such an exchange could have dire en
vironmental consequences. State
Democratic Party Chairman Phil
Tawney testified that the BLM and
the Forest Service spent an excess
of $85.2 million last year in Mon
tana. The state already manages a—
bout five million acres on a shoe
string budget. An added 23 million
acres of federal land could lead to
fiscal crisis.
The State Land Board is re
quired by law to manage its lands
for maximum economic benefit. Of
tentimes this has meant hasty,
blanket leasing for oil and gas
drilling without so much as an en
vironmental assessment to- consider
the impact on fish and wildlife. The
board gives leasees the right to re
strict access if they wish, and even
go so far as to provide a gate and
lock for closing off roads.
These are the types of land
transfers which could easily lock
out recreationists who are now able
to move at will on these lands to
fish, hunt and backpack. Rich Day,
President of the Montana Wildlife
Federation calls the sagebrush re
bellion "a dark hour for sportsmen."

this same war for over four decades;
they're tired of it, tired in it,
tired enough to sometimes admit that
they don't care who wins, they just
want to watch their babies grow. You
speak to some of the GIs going home,
some of them career men with ten or
Montana is.only the most recent
more years in the service, others the
skirmish
in the sagebrush rip-off
same age as yourself, though their
movement,
and they will continue un
faces speak ten years your senior;
til it becomes crystal clear that the
they say that you shouldn't be there,
American public has awakened and will
they say that "it's all for money,”
no longer stand for political soapbox
and "sorry for, ya, kid, you got 13
**
shenanigans.
months in this shithole!"
Already the bill has encountered
The .illusion is dissolving —
strong opposition from a broad—based
but nothing can be as bad as that,
coalition of groups. Passage of SB
right?. They're just tired-and anxious
123 is expected to be difficult even
to get back, right?
in the Republican—controlled Senate.
Yes, tired and anxious to get
In the House, where Democrats are
back, and that’s all you'll know and
only six seats shy, the Montana Land
want as long as you are here, that
Reformation Act will face an even
and a whole lot more! You get further
orders, to some place called Chu Lia, rougher path. Finally, Gov. Ted
or Camron Bay, or Anthoi, it doesn't
Schwinden has promised ot veto any
matter where, just pick a name, or
piece of legislation which would com
make one up because you can't pro
promise Montana's environmental pro
nounce half of them anyway.
tection laws* SB 123 would be a great
place to start.
But you're here, and that's all
that matters, a new game in a new
place.
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Expression of Ourselves
From all of us comes something
which is its own and unique. What we
learned from our past brings us to to
day which becomes the basis for tomor
row. Each reflects our accomplish
ments as well as our failures. To
gether they make up what we are as in
dividuals, as people, and as a nation.
This becomes a light that shines on
all people and is to be shared by all.
The more our different cultures are
shared, the more we learn about one
another and ourselves. Regardless of
the person, there is a knowledge to

B.S. ... What

"We, the Black Student Union,
welcome you to the University of Mon
tana."
A Black Student Union atf the University of Montana? Why have one
when there aren't enough blacks in
the whole damn state to have a union?
This was the first reaction of some
freshmen, including myself, to the
B.S.U. However, if we look past the
word black and farther into the phrase
"student union," we will see that
there is a definite need for B.S.U.
at this university as well as other
institutions of higher learning.
Contrary to what most people think,
we (B.S.U.) are for the broadening of
experiences, and a variety of commun
ications through exchanging ideas and
Continued on page 19

be shared and heard.
All of what we are learning is to
be applied in everyday life. Some
times we win, sometimes we lose, but
mostly we try again until we get it
right. When learning, many times ef
fort is confused with accomplishments.
The confusion doesn* t help when some
thing is right. Once you are shown
the way then you can do it for your
self. "Give me a fish and I will eat
for a day. Teach me to fish and I
will eat for a lifetime." All of
what we are and want to be, comes
from what we have learned and how we
will use it.
What you see is our history, a
story of the good, the bad, and the
beauty. A past of words, of actions,

derstood. The reason for the resis
tance to change may be because of
ties and loyalties to past views and
ideas. No matter what the reason,
change happens and one must either
begin the change or be part of what
changes. Wherever you stand, on the
right or on the left, experience
will be expressed. Stokely Car
michael once said, "This is your debt,
to pass on a better world." Change
as it was, as it is, and as it will
be should be accepted. Our past
sometimes moved fast, but most often*
it was a slow and painful experience
which made us what we are today. We
encourage you to share in our cultur
al identity in building an effective
base for contributions of where we

" What you see is our history, a story of the good, the bad, and the
beauty. A past of words, of actions, ofpeople who worked and died
for change and for those who dream of a brighter tomorrow when
we all will see the mountain top. ”
of people who worked and died for
change and for those who dream of a
brighter tomorrow when we all will
see the mountaintop. This past has
brought us to our present where his
tory's ideas are evaluated and the
goals in the dream may be altered in
other directions for the survival of
that dream. Always with change there
comes opposition in response to any
thing which is different or not-un

have been and where we are going.
We commemorate the past, the
present, and the maintenance of a
future filled with a growing dream.
No one said it was going to be easy,
but the strides of the past have
brought us part of the way and we
know there is still a long way to go.
We know together we will make it,
together we shall grow.
—John Bridges
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Doss: America ‘still not
home’ for most blacks
by Bob Phillips

Although there is a resurg
ence in America of white racism and
white hate groups such as the Ku Klux
Klan, blacks are unlikely to respond
with violence, according to Professor
Ulysses S. Doss, director of Afro-Am
erican studies at the University of
Montana.
Asked whether white racist groups
really are on the rise once again,
Doss said "That goes without saying."
But he said he expects black griev
ances to be settled peacefully, for
the most part. The riots and viol
ence which set many inner-city areas
to flame .in the mid-1960s are largely
"a thing of the past," said Doss, al
though he added that in the future
there may be "sporadic" outbreaks of
violence, such as that which occurred
in Miami last year.
Prior to the riots of the 1960s
there had been a "period of hope" for
blacks, Doss said, largely inspired
by President John Kennedy's committ
ment to civil rights, the leadership
of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
and a steadily expanding economy.
But the expectations of blacks were
not fulfilled, and hope led to des
pair and then violence, he said.
Today no such hope exists, Doss
said, and there is no real sense of
rising expectation among blacks.
Blacks do not expect much from a
Reagan administration which has made
it clear it will fight integrated
schools, thus perpetuating economic
disparity, Doss said. But if the ec

onomy continues to worsen, with black
Americans falling even deeper into
poverty, blacks could probably be ex
pected to react with violence, he
sa id.
Doss, who insisted he is no pro
phet, said that recent statements by
such black leaders as Vernon Jordan
warning of renewed black violence if
the economy worsens, are more "polit
ical tools to frighten the government"
than actual predictions.
Doss said his greatest concern
is that "white vigilante groups" might
try to go into inner-city areas and
foment violence among blacks.

The origins of white racism lie
in slavery, Doss said. "Slavery div
ided the nation. It justified separ
ation of the races." He added, "The
Civil War didn't end the feelings
people had been conditioned to feel
to each other," and in fact may have
even increased those feelings.
Racism may be on the rise today,
said Doss, because of a declining Am
erican economy. As the economy has
worsened and competition for jobs be
come more intense, many white males
have begun to feel discriminated against because of affirmative action
programs which require the hiring of
blacks and other minorities, he said.
"People are no longer concerned
about what created the ghetto, what
created the reservation," he said,
but rather about their paycheck that
doesn't go as far as it once did.
TheNegroSpeaksofRivers ’
Blacks have suffered more from Amer
ica's economic decline than whites,
Doss said, adding "We have lost ground
I’ve known rivers:
without a doubt" since the 1960s.
I've known rivers ancient as the
Doss added that the American economic
world and
system is not designed for full em
older than the flow of human blood
ployment.
Blacks make up a large part
in human veins.
-of America'8 unemployed.
Blacks have made some lasting
My soul has grown deep like the
gains,
however, Doss said. With the
rivers.
civil rights acts of 1963, 1964 and
1965, blacks acquired increased vot
I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns
ing rights and desegregation of pub
were young.
lic
facilities, even in much of the
I built my hut near the Congo and it
South. Affirmative action programs
lulled.me to sleep.
have opened some opportunities, and
I looked upon the Nile and raised
blacks now enjoy greater representa
the pyramids above it.
I heard the singing of the Mississippi tion in city and state governments,
as well as greater participation in
when Abe Lincoln went down to
the business community, DoSs said.
New Orleans, and I've seen its
Nonetheless, these gains have been
muddy bosom turn all golden
slight, he said, and blacks are still
in the sunset.
poor and still have almost no control
I’ve known rivers:
over the "political machinery" of
Ancient, dusky rivers.
this country. America is "still not
home for the vast majority" of blacks
My soul has grown deep like the
rivers.
and other minority peoples , Doss said.
—Langston Hughes

During the early 1960s, whites
and blacks joined together to attack
racism through such groups as the
Student Non-violent Coordinating Com
mittee (SNCC) and the Congress of Rac
ial Equality (CORE). But after whites
began to take over some of the leader
ship positions in these groups, blacks
kicked them out, Doss said, for the
whites were reluctant to lead the bat
tles for black rights. Whites were
also distracted from the black cause
by their increasing involvement with
the anti-Vietnam War movement, he
said. But even among blacks there
was not that much unity in the 1960s,
Doss said. This was evidenced by the
emergence of such black power advo
cates as the Black Panthers, Malcolm
X and Stokely Carmichael, who were
often at odds with King and other
blacks and who favored violence and
separatism over non-violence and in
tegration.
King, a personal friend of Doss,
thought black power advocates were
"naive," Doss said, because a soci
ety as homogeneous as America could
never be divided into two parts, div
ision would only lead to continued
conflict. Many blacks urge separitism because they "have been condi
tioned to see themselves as separate,"
Doss Shid, and this "handicaps them."
Blacks must continue to struggle for
economic and social equality, he said,
but that does not necessarily imply
the acceptance of all American middle
class values and culture. "When a
society moves toward assimilation, it
loses its heart," he said. To move
toward a middle-class American life
style would be "the death of black
culture."
Black Americans must continue to
speak out against racial injustice,
must push for "Marshall Plans" to re
vitalize the inner-city ghettoes (nam
ed after the post-World War II Amer
ican aid plan to Europe), and must
vote for candidates who vigorously
support racial equality and justice.
Blacks must also push to create more
opportunities in higher education in
order to accelerate economic progress.
If King were alive today, said
Doss, he would be "working on two
fronts," fighting to end hunger and
fighting to preserve world peace.
"There is no doubt in my mind, those
would have been his two projects," he
said. King would be a "spokesman for
the poor" today as much as ever, Doss
added. He also said that most pe-^le
don't realize there are really more
hungry---- literally hungry---- whites in
American than hungry blacks.

Continued on page 19
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Dear Barbara
by Greg Lelchner

"Hfebert, the revolutionary,
never began a number of his news
sheet Le P&re DuchSne without intro
ducing a sprinkling of obscenities.
These improprieties had no real
meaning* but they had significance,
‘tn what way? In that they expressed
a whole revolutionary situation.
Now here is an example of a mode of
writing whose function is no longer
only communication or expression,
but the imposition^ of something be
yond language, which is both History
and the stand we take in it.']
—Roland Barthes, "Writing Degree
Zero"

I discovered atrocity and geno
cide when I was eleven, too young,
too innocent, too impressionable,
not prepared. I was browsing the
paperbacks in a hotel gift shpp in
Washington, D.C., when I came across
"The Scourge of the Swastika," with
photos. The hanged; the gassed; the
bullet-ridden; the incinerated set
the tone for the rest of my life.
Much like the high-decibel
hawk-screech in Hitchcock's "Psycho,"
this tone slams me against a brick
wall and sets my teeth gnashing.
Imbued in me are too many frozen
images of the same moment: at the
edge of a ditch, half dozen men and
women lined up; naked; dilated pupils
eerily both desolate and suffused.
Even before the trigger is pulled,
they have begun their exit from
flesh.
My psychiatrist advises me to
forget them and go on with my life,
go after my dreams. I thought her
' suggestion odd, for she knows all
about my dreams.
"...one always pays dearly for
having taken civilization serious
ly..." —E.M. Cioran, "The Tempta
tion to Exist"
My psychiatrist hypnotized me
with a simple breathing exercise and
asked me to search-inside myself for
any clue as to the whereabouts of
the key to unlock my dangling soul.
I was eager to put aside the reign
of the wounded yokel and release the
genius. I went deeper, deeper, down,
down...
My fingertips began to tingle.
The tingle spread throughout my ex
tremities and accelerated steadily
to an intense but nirvanic electro
cution. My limbs and face contorted,
twisted, and froze'"a la grotesque."
My torso was calm, like a sludge

’S
—

pond. I tried to speak but the words
came out retarded. I drooled. Alas,
my inner visual had for me only
"black fuzz," the void.
After the session she told me
she'd never seen a client so sincere
about wanting to salvage himself.

"Pairs of electrons and posi
trons can be created spontaneously
by photons, and can be made to turn
into photons in the reverse process
of annihilation." —Fritjof Capra,
"The Tao of Physics"
Dear Barbara, you ask about
genocide, I retreat to nirvana.
It is raining, but not outside.
Matter, the painful illusion, has
only a tendency to exist, so goes
the "latest." Flesh is a cartoon
sketched by high-speed antipodes: a
finger or blood or flatus — trick
photography. A vast gap is among us.
We are outer space. You have a con
stellation of freckles on your ass.
We can be outrageous without
the atrocious. You, half-innocent
Peggy and I, remember? The three of
us were sitting at the table on the
open porch in front of my house in
Perintown. It was getting dark. We
were eating spaghetti and drinking
gin and tonic.
We did it! Fifteen minutes of
propaganda was all it took. You and
I talked Catholic Peg into opening
her shirt and baring her breasts to
the Universe. "Unharnessed!" she
cried out at last, new-voiced, de
fiant.
You and I followed suit: three
comrades, bosoms to the wind.

"The sort of harsh truth-telling
that one gets in Aristophanes, say,
is not possible in a highly organ
ized zoo like the United States where
the best cuts are flung to those who
never question the zoo's management."
—Gore Vidal

"Love the quick profit, the annual
raise,
vacation with pay. Want more
of everything ready made. Be afraid
to know your neighbors and to die.
And you will have a window in your
head.
Not even your future will be a
mystery
any more. Your mind will be punched
in a card
and shut away in a little drawer.
When they want you to buy something
they will call you. When they want
you
to die for profit they will let you
know.
So, friends, every day do something
that won’t;coinjurte. Love:thj^Jxirdrl'Z:
Love the World. Work for nothing.

Take all that you have and be poor.
Love someone who does not deserve it.
Denounce the government and embrace
the flag. Hope to live in that free
republic for which it stands.
Give your approval to all you cannot
understand. Praise ignorance, for
what man
has not encountered he has not
destroyed..
Ask the questions that have no
answers.
Invest in the millennium. Plant
sequoias.
Say that your main crop is the forest
that you did not plant,
that you will not harvest..
Say that the leaves are harvested
when they have rotted into mold.
Call that profit. Prophesy such
returns.
Put your faith in the two inches of
humus
that will build under the trees
every thousand years.
Listen to carrion — put your ear
close, and hear the faint chattering
of the songs that are to come.
Expect the end of the world. Laugh.
Laughter is immeasurable. Be joyful
though you have considered all the
facts.
So long as women do not go cheap
for power, please women more than
men.
Ask yourself: Will this satisfy
a woman satisfied to bear a child?
Will this disturb the sleep
of a woman near to giving birth?
Go with your love to the fields.
Lie easy in the shade. Rest your head
in her lap. Swear allegiance
to what is nighest your thoughts.
As soon as the generals and the
politicos
can predict the motions of your mind,
lose it. Leave it as a sign
to mark the false trail, the way
you didn't go. Be like the fox
who makes more tracks than, necessary,
some in the wrong direction.
Practice resurrection."
—Wendell Berry, "Manifesto: The Mad
Farmer Liberation Front"
"... unless a human being is
welcomed to this .world with love,- he
might as well have been stillborn;
...unless his widening horizon con
tinues to assure him of this love, he
will not grow; ...unless the reli
gious and political beliefs which
secure this love are left unfouled,
he will wander through life in a
maze. Love cannot follow its true
course,which is Justice unless the
competitive directive is removed from
barring its path. America, which was
among the last to receive the com
petitive directive, may be the last
to let it die. But die it must if
man is ever to cease to act the wolf
of man." —Sebastian De Grazia, "The
Political Community: A Study of
Anomie"
"...a crowd of small metamor-
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phoses accumulate In me without my
noticing it, and then, one fine day,
a veritable revolution takes place."
—Jean-Paul Sartre, "Nausea"
Dear Barbara, let’s get per
sonal. Intimacy is the only thing
so far that is worth its weight.
—Leonard Cohen:
"A person who eats meat
wants to get his teeth into something
A person who does not eat meat
wants to get his teeth into something
else
If these thoughts interest you
for even a moment
you are lost"

Them
What do "they" believe? Let’s
ask them:
I believe for every drop of rain
that falls, a flower grows.
I believe in exploitation and
profiteering, and I believe that
technology will solve our ills.
I believe that if we would just
love each other, everything would be
all right.
I believe in children, all else
is second-priority.
. •
I believe that, for the good of
the civilized world, certain people
must be re-educated.
I believe the second'coming will
manifest as a UFO.
All I care about is getting
laid.
I believe that gainful employ
ment and self respect walk hand in
hand.
I believe that Jesus Christ was
nothing more than the smartest kid
on the block.
I believe in rock and roll,
mama.
I believe in prudence economy
and progressiveness.
I believe the world must be
made safe for the Ludicrous.
Of course there's a heaven.
God is dead.
I believe democracy has come to
mean: unhampered looting by finance
capitalists.
I believe art is a mating-call.
I believe that if every person
on earth would walk six miles a day,
there would be no war.
I believe I would have done the
same things, even if there were no
bomb.
I believe all life is sacred.
I believe the whole of humanity
exists just to produce six or seven
great men.
I believe in one marriage per
person, though I’m on my third.
I believe in inverted renais
sance, enlightened decay.
Do you believe? Mail your "I
believe" to Greg Leichner, ed., The
SAC, UC Room 107, U of M, Missoula,
MT 59812.
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Out of the closet and into Missoula
by Janice Brown

Brown paper, similar to the
package-wrapping kind, saves the
University of Montana liberal arts
building bathroom stalls from perm
anent graffiti, but not from mili
tant pro-lesbian slogans and hos
tile anti-lesbian words.
In stall one, a heart is fil
led with the sentiment: "I lyke
dykes." An arrow is drawn by some
one who pleads that "It isn’t God’s
way." Another arrow, another re
buttal answering that "God loves
everyone."•
Stall two has the accepted sym
bol for lesbianism ($?£) with the
words "Biology ;is not my destiny"
and "We are everywhere." Are they?

many of the women are extremely sec
retive about their lesbian experi
ences, because it is, they say, "my
sex life."

Included in that 8 percent and
the vocal minority is 22-year-old
Germany, whose family moved to
Missoula near her second birthday.
"I like sex only with women.
I've tried it with a man and I
just don’t like it."
"I'm a dyke, if you need to
call me anything. No. I'm a hu
man being.”
"Coming out" implies the gra
dual realization that one's feel
ings about women are much deeper,
more emotional and more erotic than
feelings about men. This realize—

ffFma dyke, ifyou need to call me anything. No. Pm a human
being. ”
Or do lesbians still hide in the
secrecy of bathrooms as they did in
the past?
"First we've got to talk
about names. Now I wouldn't mind
if you used my name if this were
to be read by just some University
^people, but what if my landlord
found out?" asks a twenty-one-year
old University student who is a
lesbian.
Not one person, no matter
how "out" she considered herself,
allowed her name to be connected
with this paper on lesbianism. So
to simplify things, the women will
be referred to by their birthplaces.
"I prefer sex with women only."
There is an emphasis on the 'only.'
"Sex with a man as compared to sex
with a woman is like the difference
between a little spark and a roar
ing fire," explains the Seattle
native.
Seattie is a 5'6" blonde. She
is sturdy-looking, wearing a flan
nel shirt and a pair of Levi
”straight-legged jeans.
She looks like any other stu
dent at the University, dressed
in hiking boots at the bottom and
a short-cropped hairdo on the top.
If Seattle and her friends,
most of whom dress similarly, were
at another college, other than the
University where jeans are the fash
ion, they might be a little more
visible! But here they move in and
out unnoticed.
Seattle is among the 8 percent
Of women who prefer sex with women
only as -reported by* the famed Hite
Report. The Hite Report was a com
prehensive study oh the sexual- hab
its' of * 104 women5.1
Seattle is also included in !
__ the vocal minority of lesbians, for

tion is felt so strongly that those
involved "come out" or tell others
about their feelings.
"I knew that I was different
in the sixth grade. I went out
with boys. But I was always kis
sing women," says Germany.

Seattle said that she 'fell
into the wrong crowd" when she was
in the fifth grade. "I used to
wish that I was a boy and could
look at women that way. Then I
realized that I didn't have to be.
"I never was afraid of what I
was as much as I was afraid of 'get
ting caught."
Germany doesn't remember being
afraid. She came out in "Des Moines
in ’77." In Des Moines. she went

lesbianism. They wouldn't under
stand me if I told them. They would
not understand me if I told them.
There are some things your folks are
better off not knowing," says a
Missoula native.

Missoula was bom and raised in
Missoula, where she has a good job
and many friends. She said that she
thinks that her family and most of
her friends just "couldn't handle
knowing that she is gay. I don't
know that I am gay," she explains,
"just that right now I am involved
with a woman. Does that make me a
lesbian for the rest of my life?"
Another Missoula native, a
friend of the woman, above, is a
small petite woman who says that she
isn't gay, though most of her friends
are. She is moving to Denver in
January.
"I guess that that is under
standable. But the thing that
really ticked me off is when I found
out that an old high school girl
friend of mine was spreading rumors
that me and my best friend were
lovers. I was so pissed."
"I called up my friend to tell
her and we were both so paranoid that
we ran downtown to prove to all of
the old buddies at the bar that we
weren't."
"It didn* t take us long to rea
lize how frivolous that was. But
this gay thing is so gossipy. It
seems that everyone wants to know 'is
she or isn't she?'"
Germany said that her parents
"caught on." "When I returned to
germany with my family last summer,
my dad and I were pointing out all
th^dvke^an^fae^or^h^^^reet^^le

7 knew that I was different in the sixth grade. I went out with
boys. But I was always kissing women, ” says Germany.
to her first gay bar, where she
said she felt "right at home."
New York hasn’t come out yet.
"I guess I don't want to burn.any
bridges."
Many lesbians feel that they
' have the most trouble telling their
parents that they are lesbians.
Parents may feel that they are responsible for their daughter's "deviant sexual behavior;"
"Yeah my folks sent me to a
shrink," says New York, "I only
went once; it was a waste of time
and money. Now when I go home, my
► Li.- i
i
t
, . .7
parents think that what I told them
.
,
,
.
_
is done andover with and forgotten.
—
i
•
.
They know it Vs not but;;."
i«w *
.
’Mv family still doesn't know
. T
r- £ i
and I can t ever think of a good..iT1
,.
. C
time to tell them. I've lived here
ux. -nx
i ■ t
MissouU
life, ^jiar^nt4
t

would say, "Hey, there goes a dyke.’
Just when he said that I turned to
him
said, 'What would you do if I
were a dyke?' He said, 'What do you
think we are stupid or something?'"
"My father; thinks that lesbianism is a social thing, because of
sports. Men have had intimate contact in sports? all along. But women
athletes, the majority being gay,
haven't.?'
. "I can't think of one woman
. coach that hasn't been gay," em. phasizes New York.
t wi____ i-»Most of the women of Missoula s
L. = ._
gay community prefer to spend- their
T 1Tit c __
leisure time with friends,; With
,
. ,
j*
,
** - y
lovers, with other members of the
*
~__
community. If they- dp go out, into
TT ”
I S
Lij
J LrfVt
the larger: social world it
with
.7
,_ „
another^ member pr» in a group.
_ The.Top. Hat, JS4 W.» Front St.. is
'
.Continued on page.19
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We have dirty air, but hope is in sight
by Steve Stuebner

said, high temperatures cannot be
maintained, and thus any excess car
cinogenic gases will excape out the
stack before being combusted.
University of Montana Botany Pro
fessor Richard Sheridan, a noted ex
pert on alternative energy use and de
sign, stressed the importance of dry
wood. A cord of wet Douglas Fir rad
iates 13 million British thermal un
its, he said, while a dry cord radi
ates 18 million BTUs. Burning wet
wood forces one to use energy to dis
till water in the wood, he said, thus
energy is wasted and pollution is cre
ated "before you even begin to get any
heat."
Another problem, Sherican said,
is that people fill their stoves full
of wood, close the damper, and forget
about it. This once again starves
the wood of oxygen, he said, and
causes the gases to excape out the
chimney before they are burned.
particulate in the winter air. Wood
Efficient stoves are important
stoves constituted only 22 percent of
too, Sheridan said. Wood stoves vary
the respirable winter particulate in
between 20 and 70 percent efficiency,
1977, but according to a study Carlson he said, adding that the difference
did last February and March, the fig
would result in less use of wood.
ure is now up to 68 percent.
"A cheap, inefficient stove takes
The following are the remaining
seven times more wood for what you get
polluting elements and their respec
out of it," he said. "And the neigh
tive percentages (particulate):
bors take the punishment for it."
—Automobiles, 6 percent.
—Urban dust, 9 percent.
—Hog-fuel burners (from local
lumber mills), 2 percent.
—Champion International Pulp and i
inwnicnaninerLTcient stove could be
Paper Mill, 3 percent.
made more efficient. An alternative
—Other industry and other forms
to increasing the oxygen flow, he
of residential heating, 15 percent.
said, is to "pipe in" cool air from
The real problem in burning wood
otside directly to the bottom of the
is the inefficiency of most wood
stove, rather than force the stove to
stoves, Carlson said, adding that
suck air from the house. A clean
three elements must be maintained at
smoke stack will help, too, he said.
certain rates to insure proper combus
"A clean stack sucks out oxygen
tion: a high temperature, dry fuel and
better,
which provides a better draft
oxygen flow.
to insure a hot, dry fire," he added.
Sheridan suggested that the long
term solution to Missoula's wood
stove pollution problem is general
conservation. Insulating walls with
lots of insulation that has a high
"R"-value (meaning high insulating
factors) is an example of this, he
said.
"The best thing to do is not
need the heat," he said.
Health risks associated with
wood stove emissions paint a grim
picture for Missouliansi Carlson ex
plained that depending on the effic
iency of combustion, wood stove ex
haust contains up to 14 carcinogenic
(cancer-causing) compounds, some of
"Remove any of the three and you
which have been proven to be found in
are going to have problems," he said.
cigarette smoke.
Carlson explained that when wood
Dr. Kit Johnson, Missoula pedia
is burned, there has to be enough oxy
trician and contributor to the Mont
gen present, or carcinogenic compounds
ana Air-Pollution Study•(MAPS), noted
will form. If the wood is wet, he
that all 14 carcinogens have been pro

A rapid increase in the use of
wood stoves in Missoula has raised
carcinogenic levels in the air and
darkened the brown haze.
However, there is still hope.
Experts say more efficient burning
procedures will reduce pollution and
health risks.
Wood stove use has doubled in the
last two years, according to Jim Carl
son, Missoula City-County air pollu
tion specialist. A 1977 health de
partment study showed that 37 percent
of the households in the Missoula ur
ban area were burning wood for at
least auxiliary heat, while only three
years later the figure has increased
to 53 percent.
Increased wood burning, Carlson
said, has "drastically" increased the

ven to cause cancer because they al
ter one's chromosome structure. He
said the actual difference between
each compound, other than levels of
toxicity, is not known. MAPS is a
study of how air pollution affects
the lung function of school children
in six Montana cities. The study has
shown that Missoula has the worst air
in the state.

Carlson, left, Johnson, below.
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Dangerous levels of wood stove
emissions are a "community problem-)"
Johnson said. Citing the MAPS study,
he said children in Missoula experi-

The real problem in burning wood is the inefficiency of most wood
stoves. Carlson said.
ence a decrease in lung function just
from breathing air in homes that use
wood stoves.
Today's children may begin to
feel the carcinogenic effects in 20
to 40 years, Johnson said.
Older people with lung problems
are also strongly affected by carcin
ogenic smoke, Johnson said. Coughing
and shortness of breath are the two
most common symptoms among these pe
ople, he said. Mortality rates linked
with air pollution have not been de
termined as yet, he added.
Carlson said he is worried about
the fact that "pretty close to 100
percent" of all new homes in Missoula
are equipped with wood stoves for pri
mary heat. Wood stoves are "aesthet
ically an accepted fact," he said, for
any single-family dwelling.
However, the air pollution spe
cialist said the City-County Health
Department has no plans to restrict
wood stove use in Missoula at this
point. "I think someday in the near
future there will be discussion on
regulating wood burning in Missoula,"
he said, but what will happen and when
is up to the public.
"If people want clean air, they
are going to have to make some changes
in their lifestyles to get that clean
a4r "
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1-84 nuclear ban: Round 1
by Ed Dahy

Initiative 84, which will for
bid the disposal of most nuclear
waste in Montana, was passed on
Nov. 4 by a margin of only 416 votes.
It nearly fell victim to the wave of
laissez-faire conservatism that swept
the country on Election Day. But
more importantly, groups that op
posed the initiative spent nearly
$100,000 to play down environmental
and health issues and focus the cam
paign instead on economic issues.
The result was a one-sided campaign
in which many important issues were
never discussed in the media.
The controversy over 1-84 sur
rounded the section that would have
banned the disposal of uranium tail
ines. a waste product of uranium
milling, in Montana. Opponents
claimed that the initiative would ef
fectively ban uranium mining in Mon
tana because the cost of shipping
^g^line^ou^o^stat^woul^mak^it^^

television commercials in which they
raised another issue, national de
fense. By banning uranium mining,
they said, 1-84 would prevent the
United States from obtaining fuel
for nuclear warships. The commer
cials said that people should "vote
against Initiative 84 because our en
emies would probably vote for it."
By this time proponents of 1-84
were just beginning to organize their
campaign. Much of their money was
used to distribute leaflets in var
ious Montana cities. They did, how
ever, find some money to place a num
ber of newspaper advertisements.
The pro-84 ads consisted mainly of
the Montana attorney general's ex
planation of the initiative. It
stated, in part, that 1-84 "does not
specifically ban the mining of min
erals such as uranium."

^^ws^analysis

^’economTcaTT^""
ore. Proponents of the initiative
also focused on the tailings section.
They pointed out that uranium mines
in Colorado ship their waste pro
ducts to Utah and New Mexico. Propo
nents stressed the fact that 1-84
would not ban uranium mining.
The three groups that opposed I84, the Alzada Alliance, the Montana
Mining Association and Montanans for
Jobs and Mining, collected about
$106,000, most of which came from
out-of-state interest groups. Pro
ponents of the initiative collected
only about $1,000. This permitted the
anti-84 groups to effectively control
public debate. They began with a
strong newspaper campaign in which
they claimed that 1-84 would ban the
mining of uranium and prevent the
uranium industry from providing jobs
for Montanans. Montanans for Jobs
and Mining collected enough money to
buy numerous advertisments that
claimed the initiative would hurt
the economy of the state, while the
pro-84 groups could barely afford to
respond.
The money factor gave opponents
a tremendous advantage. For about
two months prior to Election Day ev
ery major newspaper in Montana car
ried ads that stressed the potential
adverse economic impacts of 1-84,
and claimed the initiative was part
' of a "nationwide conspiracy" to ban
uranium mining. Ed Dobson, the spon
sor or the initiative, and his pro-84
groups began to respond with letters
to the editor, but they could not
match the magnitude of the anti-84
campaign.
About a month before Election
Day, opponents of 1-84 began using

The pro-84 groups also bought
several television spots which also
quoted from the attorney general's ex
planation of 1-84. This brief, inad
equate advertising campaign put the
proponents budget in the red.
Because the debate over 1-84
was restricted to the mining issue,
many facts were kept out of the pub
lic eye. These facts are not only im
portant, but they are essential to
making an informed choice in the vot
ing booth. For example:
—As uranium tailings decay they
emit radon gas, which has been deter
mined to be the major cause of lung
cancer in uranium miners.
—There are presently no uranium
mines in Montana, so no jobs would be
lost because of the initiative.
—Present Montana law forbids the
disposal of radioactive waste by outof-state producers only. Therefore,
out-of-state companies could chal
lenge the law on grounds of discrim
ination. The initiative changes the
wording of the law to include in
state companies and prevents such a
challenge.
—Uranium tailings contain Rad

ium-226, which has a half-life of
about 80,000 years. Radium-226 has
been found in the Animas River, which
runs by tailings dumps in Colorado.
Radium-226 has also been found in
crops that are irrigated with water
from the Animas River. If Radium226 is ingested by humans it can
cause cancer or leukemia.
—The tailings dump problem in
Colorado has led the state to ship ur
anium ore to New Mexico for process
ing, and because of the health prob
lems associated with tailings dumps,
Colorado is moving existing dumps to
Utah.
—The International Atomic En
ergy Agency, which does research for
the United Nations, declared in 1976
that "the problems posed by the dis
posal of tailings in engineered sur
face waste retention systems are not
completely resolved at this time...
The unique problems arise from the
long half-life of the radionuclides
(notably Thorium-230 and Radium-226)
present in the tailings, which have
a potential to lead to radiation ex
posure of both present and future
populations."
These facts were not disclosed
because the pro-84 groups were outspent by more than 100 to 1. But
the voter is the one who was cheated.
The people of Montana were not per
mitted to judge a fair and open de
bate, but instead were subjected to
an extensive media campaign that dis
torted facts and exaggerated the pos
sible effects of a nuclear waste ban.
However, the most distressing
fact about the campaign was the amount
of out-of-state money that was used by
the opponents of 1-84. For example,
Montanans for Jobs and Mining received:
$12,000 from Amoco Minerals, Denver;
$15,000 from Anaconda Copper Co., Den
ver; $10,000 from Exxon Minerals Co..,
Houston; $5,000 from Kerr-McGee, Ok
lahoma City; $15,000 from Marathon Re
sources, Inc., Denver; $15,000 from
St. Joe American, Tucson, Ariz.; $5,000 from Shell Oil Co., Houston; $5,000 from Union Carbide Corp., Grand
Junction, Colo, and $10,000 from
Standard Oil of California, San Fran
cisco .
Now that the election is past,
the uranium interests are sure to at
tempt to amend the initiative in the
Legislature, regardless of how the
people voted on Nov. 4. The interest
groups who spent $100,000 to defeat (
the initiative can spend just as much
to Influence the legislators. The
same voters who helped pass 1-84 must
let tl^eir senators or representatives
know that they don't want out-ofstate corporations to control the
future of our state.
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BLM considers
few lands for wilderness
by John Mercer

The Bureau of Land Management in
ventory of public lands for wilderness
characteristics in Montana has been
completed. However, several problems
plagued the inventory program.
Managers unfamiliar with the
wilderness concept would often attempt
to drop areas from the inventory pro
cess 'because of resource conflict—a
consideration that, according to the
inventory handbook, clearly should be
addressed in the wilderness study
stage. Ranchers and farmers would
often plow or grade a Jeep trail in
an attempt to ensure that it was re
cognized as a road, and would dis
qualify an area from further study.
Although public involvement was
paramount in the»priori ties setby

President and then Congress where a
final decision will be made. It is.
acnot known at this time how much will ac
tually be designated as wilderness.
Crucial to the whole issue is the
question: How much wilderness is enough? It is a question that our
children and grandchildren will pro
bably be able to answer. Unfor
tunately they do not have much of a
voice in that decision.
Wilderness is a relatively re
cent concept in the BLM’s approach to
management of public lands. The
Wilderness Act of 1964 did not address
the 400 some million acres of public
lands under the jurisdiction of the
'
BLM, nor did it make any provision for
their inclusion in the National
Wilderness Preservation System.
Management of environmentally

News analysis

■ •

the inventory handbook, in practice
it often left something to be de
sired.
Perhaps one of the biggest
problems was the inevitable polari
zation of conservationist and prowilderness factions against industry
and anti-wilderness groups. Often
times the public would seemingly ig
nore the data collected by the BLM and
categorically state an opinion based
on little more than a gut-level feel
ing, either pro- or anti-wilderness.
Finally,-the political interest groups
vied constantly to influence decisions
at.the district and state levels.
The land involved in these com
plicated issues seemed of secondary
importance, almost forgotten by those
who were waging battles over its fut
ure.
It is important to remember that
thesb lands' are only being Studied for
wilderness potential. The BLM wifi'
make recommendations tori their iriclu- '
sion in the National Wilderness 'Pre- ' ..
servatitori System to the Secretary df*
the Interior, James Watt, who will
.forward the recommendations to the

ventory and that of the BLM was high
lighted in this document. The BLM
was taking the stand that in order to
drop an area from wilderness consider
ation, it first had to be shown that
the area clearly and obviously did not
have wilderness characteristics, as
defined by the Wilderness Act. This
was a radical departure from the pre
valent approach of the forest service
that lands must be shown to have out
standing wilderness characteristics
before they were ever considered for

sensitive areas was approached dif
ferently by each state and, in some
cases, each district within the state.
In 1970, the director of the BLM, re
cognizing a need for management direc
tion of environmentally sensitive and
de. facto wilderness lands, initiated
a primitive area review. Regulation
of guidelines were formed for the es
tablishment of BLM ’’Primitive Areas"
and "Natural Areas." By 1976, the r
BLM had designated 11 primitive and 44
natural areas.
With the passage of the Federal
Land Policy and Management Abt of 1976
(FLPMA), ‘the ^LM'received a legis
lative mandate to address wilderness
values contained in public~lands.
j , Oh Sept. 27,
‘lhe "Policy*
Direction, Procedures and Guidance for
Conducting Wilderness. Inventory .on .the
Public, Lands" waa released. In thia
document,, the BLM presented their j.
wilderness inventory, methodology, a
six-step process by which wilderness
study areas would1 be identified- the
main differences between the Ip rest
service approach to roadless area in-

study.’
The BLM inventory process was
divided into six steps: .
—Announcement at the beginning
of the inventory by the state direc
tor, and the development of a public
involvement plan.
—An initial inventory was con
ducted, In this phase, district
managers instructed their staffs to
identify on maps, roadless areas or
islands of 5,000 acres or greater in
size, or of sufficient size to make
preservation and management ser
viceable.
—A public comment session on
the initial inventory decision, Here
again the BLM differed from the forest
service, in that they did not ask for
public comment on the pros or cons of
wilderness classification, but were
looking for more substantive input.
-—An intensive inventory was
conducted. The BLM sent field tech
nicians out to the inventory units to
locate and document all existing im
prints.
—A public review of the inten
sive inventory decisions was con
ducted.
—The final decision by the
state director Identifying public
lands that will become wilderness
areas was made.
Mike Penfold, Montana State Dir
ector of the BLM, will be speaking at
the ’’Issues in Wilderness Management
and Preservation" lecture series Wed- .
nesday at 7 p.m. in room 305 of the
Forestry building. Kis lecture topic
is the BLM wilderness review process
in Montana. The lecture, sponsored bj
the Wilderness’ Institute-, is open to
the publib and will be broadcast on
KUFM Sunday at 9-:30 p.m.>

They’re lying, killing, they’re pushing
their, rulps, they tell you the prophets
all were just fools, but I know differ
ent and i>wpn’£j be used- It’s they that
are lost,.it* s they are confused.
—The Association. "The Time it is Today
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Does Missoula need another K-Mart?
By Steve Stuebner

Missoulians face a proposal to
build a K-Mart and several other
stores out by the Interstate-90 in
terchange with Reserve Street on
Grant Creek.
The first stumbling block for
developers was hurdled last November
when the Missoula County Commission
ers approved $8 million worth of taxfree industrial revenue bonds for the
project, an act which seems rather un
fair to local businessmen who are
struggling to stay alive as it is.
Yet the project enters phase two
of the approval process when the de

position from downtown businessmen
and the City Council.
Missoula Mayor Bill Cregg,
speaking for the council, said he
does not think a need has been es
tablished for an additional K-Mart
store in Missoula.
Sokoloski said a K-Mart, a gro
cery store and a drug and hardware
store located near the freeway would
give Arlee and Frenchtown residents
easy access to shopping facilities.
’’Would you like to drive all through
town and then through ’malfunction
junction " for an hour just to get to
a major store?’’ he asked. "Outside

Barbara Evans, the conservative
element of the county board, was pre
dictably for jobs and development.
"If local government is going to ex
press the need for economic develop
ment on one hand, and then not make
it attractive for businesses to come
here, then we're not going to get
economic development."
Perhaps there may be a need for
a small shopping center at the pro
posed location. But the problem is,
Missoula should not dislocate its
economy just to serve the interests
of its surrounding towns. If that
many people from Frenchtown, NineMile and Arlee need a K-Mart, why
not build it in one of those cities?
In addition, let's not build a
new shopping center for the wrong
residents hate fighting the traffic."
reasons.
Cregg suggested that it might be
Maybe it is aggravating for pe
better for Frenchtown or Arlee resi
ople to deal with long lights and
dents to have their own shopping censnarled traffic. But if traffic is
ters.
■ the problem, aren't wider roads or
better-controlled traffic the solu► tions? Maybe the congested roads ilm lustrate the need for people to take
a bus, walk, carpool or ride a bicy
At public hearings on the indus
cle. These are all common solutions
trial revenue bonds, downtown busi
that intelligent and progressive city
nessmen voiced their opposition to
planners have to consider to keep
dislocating the local economy and
people sane.
having out-of-state investors come in
and hoard local profits. Commission
Public hearings will be held by
er Germaine Conrad echoed their con
both the zoning commission and the
cerns.
City Council before any final vote is
taken by the council. Call your ai
"We already have two business
derman
and tell him how you want him
areas that are struggling," she said
to vote on this issue or come and
in reference to the Southgate Mall and
testify
at the public hearing, which
the downtown district. "Do we want
will be announced in the Missoulian.
another one? I think the timing is
kind of bad."

Gregg suggested that it might be betterfor Frenchtown and Arlee to
have^ their own shopping centers.
velopers, K & M Development Corp.,
Oakbrook, Ill., approach the Missoula
City Council to change the current
zoning status of the building site
from industrial to commercial.
"Soko" Sokoloski of Security
Real Estate Agency said K & M has not
secured a building contractor for the
job yet, and added that no further ~c
tion will occur until interest rates
go down.
But when the developers decide
to approach the city for a zoning
change, they may run into heavy op-
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BSU cont.-----------------------

cultural lifestyles, in hope that our
resources can add to the foundation
of that which will accomplish what
we are all seeking in our lives. In
the world that we live, would it be
a farce if God made us all the same?
What would we learn from each other?
What would be the value of life if
we all looked, acted and thought alike? What possibilities could any
of us accomplish in life, if this
were the case?

As black people, we are feared
because we are different and the ben
efits of cultural exchange are never
really realized. The outcome of col
lege will largely depend on you.

Because we live in a political
world, there are times when the B.S.U.
must become political to protect our
cultural heritage. When we do this,
we are stereotyped as militants and
racists, which we are not. We are

•’rU*s’F
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simply protecting our cultural back
ground, which we feel we need as a
people to survive.
As stated earlier, the B.S.U.
has a definite purpose, and as a cul
tural center we welcome all to join
and participate.

---- John Bridges

DOSS-Cont.
As for blacks in Africa, Doss
said obvious, historical ties do ex
ist, as recognized by W.E.B. Dubois
and other American Negroes. But Doss
said that black Americans are separ
ated from the Inhabitants of their
motherland by barriers of language and
culture, and indeed, Africa itself is
"splintered" because various African
nations were colonized by different
European countries and thus they do
not share a common colonial pa^£.
The Third World heritage of colonial
exploitation should be the basis for
unity among poor nations, Doss said,
rather than race.

Many of the black students who
come to the University of Montana from

other parts of the country suffer
"cultural shock," Professor Doss says.
Coming from areas which are usually
from 50 to 100 percent black, they
face difficult social adjustments up
on arriving in a state which is rural
and predominantly white.
"For a 19 year old coming here
from the inner city, this is one hell
of an experience," Doss said. Prob
lems range from acquiring housing
and finding a job, to encountering
insensitivity or even hostility from
some students and faculty.
"It requires a very strong cons
titution" to face such problems and
"to know you will be treated differ
ent," Doss said, but the experience

of living in an environment physical
ly and socially different from that
which they came from is "invaluable"
to black students.
"You can look out and see the
mountains, on a clear day," Doss
said.
Doss added that, in general,
black students do not face as diffi
cult a time in Montana as do Native
Americans. While blacks are seen as
strangers of sorts who will probably
not remain in Montana after they grad
uate, Indians generally remain here
and therefore face greater prejudice
from whites because they are "a con
stant reminder of Montana's past and
America's past," Doss said.

LESBIANS coot.------ —
the place in Missoula that gays know
other gays will be.
"It’s even in the gay reg
ister," says New York.
A gay register is a publica- .
tion, circulated among gays, that
lists social places and events for
gays. There are a number of these
in the Women's Resource Center.
"When I first moved, here, I
was told that the Top Hat was the
place to go. But it isn’t like it
is in the cities. For one, in the
gay bars in the cities there is
better dancing music," says Seattle.
The response to gays at the Top
Hat is generally good, but violence
does occur*
It is a crowded Wednesday night
at Missoula's Top Hat. A favorite
band, Mithrander, is back and women are dancina with men.-other women.

themselves.
A few people stand over by the
wall, discretely watching the
goings-on. A small blonde woman is
being hit. A beer bottle is slam
med across the face of another wom
an. The stream of blood from her
face is soaking the front of her
shirt.
"There are some gav girls and
these motorcycle chicks freaked
out," explains Germany who inci
dentally was the bloodied one.
Seattle said that the fight
was billed as the "dykes against
the motorcycle chicks, and the
dykes won."
The Missoula native says,"I
think that it is stupid to fight. I
could beat every one of those girls'
ass, but I don't have to'do that to
prove myself."

The small woman from Missoula
said that the fight that night
scared her. "All I was thinking
is that someone was going to hit
me over the head with a beer bot
tle ." She drove the girl who was
hit to the hospital. "All I kept
thinking as I drove her was, was
it worth it?"
Seattle says that"as the world
gets into worse shape, we as gays
will have to band together. Be
sides, people need to know that all
things are not peaches and cream.
Whenever someone thinks that I am
a genetic mistake, I just slap my
hump," she laughs, "and limp away."
"Just think," she looks wist
fully at the ceiling, "just think
if half of India were queer. All
their problems would be solved."
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Grizzlies, ASARCO vie
for habitat in the Cabinets
by Greg Lakes

Despite charges that its pro
ject could mean extinction for the
area's grizzly bear population,
ASARCO plans to continue mineral ex
ploration on Chicago Peak in north
western Montana’s Cabinet Mountains
Wilderness next summer.
Whether the multi-national min
ing and smelting corportation’s
third season of exploratory drilling
begins again in June as scheduled
•'—or ever—depends on the result of
a lawsuit filed recently on behalf
of the region's grizzlies.
Three conservation groups and
an area resident are suing the U.S.
Forest Service, which manages the
wilderness, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, which is respon
sible for protecting threatened
and endangered-species, for allow
ing ASARCO to drill in the wilder
ness .
The plaintiffs—Defenders of
Wildlife, the Sierra Club, Western
Sanders County Involved Citizens and
local environmentalist Cesar Hernan
dez—charge that the forest service
violated the National Environmental
Policy Act by not preparing an envi
ronmental impact statement on the
project, and that the Fish and Wild
life Service violated the Endanger
ed Species AcF by permitting an
activity that may jeopardize a
threatened species.
In its continuing search for
silver and copper, ASARCO plans to
drill at least one hole in each of
its 149, 20-acre claims in the high
terrain around Chicago Peak.
The area is prime grizzly hab
itat. The high glaciated basins
contain unseasonally wet meadows
and shallow, intermittent bogs, and
the connecting passages have numer
ous small drainages and extensive
berry fields that provide critical
sources of food for grizzlies. The
sharp, rocky slopes provide poten
tial denning sites, essential to
successful production.
The endangered Species Act
prohibits federal approval of any
activity that may jeopardize a
threatened or endangered species,
including precluding use of habi
tat considered essential to the
survival of the population.
Although there is little ar
gument that the presence of people
and machinery—and the clamor of
three drilling rigs, one smaller,
high-powered rig and frequent hel
icopter flights—will keep bears
out of the area, the forest ser

vice and the fish and wildlife
service have concluded that usurp
ing this portion of the grizzly’s
range will not jeopardize the
area's estimated 10 to 12 bears.

The Agencies based their ap
proval on forest service "environ
mental assesments" and "biological:
evaluations" of the project's ef
fects on the grizzly, and on fish
and wildlife service "biological
opinions" of the degree to which
the project will threaten the pop
ulation. These documents were pre

elopment on unvalidated claims—
claims where there is no proven
valuable mineral deposit—inside
designated wilderness only until
Jan. 1, 1984. No deadline is set
for development of validated claims
ASARCO can later develop any claim
validated by exploratory drilling
before the 1984 deadlinq.
Obviously, much of the contro
versy centers around the grizzly
bear. Charles Jonkel, noted bear
biologist and University of Mon
tana professor, considers it "an
extremely precarious fringe pop-

ulation." Because of low numbers
pared for ASARCO's 1979 operations
of bears in the population^ and a
and again for the expanded drilling
lack of "secure habitat" for even
plans.
those bears, the population is in
In the lawsuit, the groups
danger of extinction, he said.
charge that the environmental as
These bears are precariously
sesments lacked sufficient data to
close to doomed; they should be
realistically determine how the pro
ject would effect the grizzly. They
given all sorts of breaks, and
want the forest service to- prepare
they aren't," he said.
The Cabinet Wilderness is a
the more detailed and more thoroughly
relatively small wilderness area—
researched "environmental impact
94,000 acres—and is' only five
statement," and to defer exploration
miles wide near Chicago Peak. It
pending its completion.
is too small to provide adequate
"The forest service failed to
seclusion for grizzlies, Jonkel
do the basic sort of wildlife re
said. And, past timber sales and
search in the area that is requir
- road developments "have made un
ed," Hank Fischer, Montana repre
disturbed areas uncommon" in the
sentative for Defenders of Wild
surrounding national forests, he said.
life, said.
But Cabinet District Ranger
^"""""'""^ell^^dreamed'T^swAa^^e^
Ron Humphrey said the forest ser
vice had indeed met its respon
spaceships flying in the yellow
sibilities under NEPA.
haze of the sun; there were child
"We did an environmental asren crying and colors flying all
sesment to determine if the pro
around the chosen ones; all in a
ject would have a significant ef
dream, all in a dream, the load
fect on grizzlies," he said. "We
ing had begun; flying mother na
concluded there would be no sig
tures silver seed to a new home
nificant impact and no need for an
in the sun. <
EIS."
—Neil Young
The 1964 Wilderness Act per
mits mineral,exploration and dev--

